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1. Introduction. It is sometimes possible to reconstruct semigroups from some of their
homomorphic images. Some recent examples have been the construction of bisimple inverse
semigroups from fundamental bisimple inverse semigroups [9], and the construction of
generalized inverse semigroups from inverse semigroups [12].

The success of this method depends on a knowledge of the similarities between the
semigroup and its homomorphic image. We therefore examine in this paper the relationship
between Green's relations on a regular semigroup and Green's relations on any homomorphic
image. We now state the main specific question that we consider. Let Jf be any one of
Green's relations 34?, £P, 52, @> and / and let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S.

QUESTION. If A and B are elements of Sjp that are tf-related in S/p, then are there
elements aeA, beB such that a and b are tf-related in SI

We find that the answer is yes for i£, Si and 2) and no for J f and / . Many related
questions are considered. The partial analysis given leads to new proofs of many known
results about congruences on regular semigroups.

In the final section semigroups other than regular semigroups are considered.

2. Preliminaries. We shall use whenever possible, and usually without comment, the
notations of Clifford and Preston [1]. Further, for any semigroup S we define a relation "V
by

•f = {(a, b)eSx S : aba = a and bab = b}. '

We sometimes write a"Vb instead of {a,V)fir. We also write, for each element aeS,
V(a) = {beS: (a, b)ei^}. Where there might otherwise be an ambiguity we shall denote
Green's relations on a semigroup S1 by 3^(S), ^f(S), etc.

RESULT 1 [6, Lemma 2.2]. Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. Then each
p-class that is an idempotent of S/p contains an idempotent of S.

The following result, although trivial, gives rise to a determination of i f on a regular
semigroup that is often much easier to deal with than the definition of i f for an arbitrary
semigroup.

RESULT 2. Let a and b be elements of a semigroup S such that a is a regular element.
Then Lb ^ La if and only ifb = ba'afor each [some] inverse a! of a.

Proof. (This is well known.) Suppose that Lb ^ La. Then, for some element xeS*,
b = xa = xaa'a = ba'a for each [some] inverse a' of a, giving the " only if " statement. The
" if" statement is trivial.

t This research was supported by a Nuffield Travelling Fellowship.
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3. The relation Y.

LEMMA 1. (This was found independently by W. D. Munn.) Let p be a congruence on a
regular semigroup S and let A, B be any elements of Sjp such that AYB in S/p. Then there
exist elements a, b in S such that aeA, beB andaYb in S.

Proof. Take any elements xeA, yeB and let (xyxy)' be any inverse of xyxy in 5. Put
a = xy(xyxy)'xyx, b = y(xyxy)'xy. Routinely one can show that aYb in S. Also, using
xpxyx and ypyxy one obtains

a = xy(xyxy)'xyx p xyxy (xyxy)'xyxyx = xyxyxpx

and

b = y{xyxy)'xy p yxyxy(xyxy)'xyxy = yxyxy p y.

Hence aeA, beB, giving the required result.
One can deduce Result 1 as a corollary as follows. Let E be any idempotent of S/p.

Since E Y E in S/p, there exist a e E, a' e E such that a Y a' in S. Then aa' eEE^E and aa'
is an idempotent, giving Result 1.

Let us now consider again the statement and proof of Lemma 1. If A is an idempotent
of S/p, we can take x to be an idempotent, and then we can show routinely that a is also an
idempotent. In general, when A and B satisfy the further condition of both being idempotents,
there do not necessarily exist aeA, beB such that aYb, a2 = a, b2 = b.

In the next theorem, the square brackets indicate an alternative reading.

THEOREM 2. Let pbe a congruence on a regular semigroup S and let nbea positive integer.
If A, Bu B2, ••-, Bn are elements of Sip such that AYBh for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, then there exist
elements a, bu b2, ...,bn in S such that aeA, bieBt, aYbt, for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n . Further, if
^[•BJ is an idempotent of Sip, then the element a[6x] can be taken to be an idempotent also.

Proof (by induction). We have proved already all the statements of the theorem for
n = 1. Suppose that all the statements are true for some positive integer k <n. Then there
exist elements x, yu y2 yk in S such that xeA, ^eJJ,-, xYyh for j = 1,2,..., k. Take
any element yk+1eBk+l. Let (xyk+1xyk+1)' be any inverse of xyk+ixyk+1 in S and put
u = xyk+ i(xyk+1 xyk+1)'xyk+1 x, vk+ j = yk+1(xyk+! xyk+ !)'xyk+i, and, for i = 1, 2 , . . . , k, put
vt = yiXyk+l(xyk+lxyk+1)'xyk+lxyi. It is quite routine to show that ueA, Djei?;, uYvh for

If A is an idempotent of S/p, then, by the inductive hypothesis, we can take x to be an
idempotent and then routinely we obtain that u is an idempotent. Similar statements apply
to Bt, yl, and vr. The theorem now follows by induction.

In general, when we have the further condition that Blt B2 are idempotents, it is not
necessarily further possible that bu b2 can be taken to be idempotents. Also, if Au A2, Bu B2

are elements of S/p such that A,Y'Bp for i,j =1 ,2 , there are not necessarily a^A,, bjeBj
(ij =1,2) such that a,rbj (i,j =1,2).

COROLLARY 3. Ifm is a positive integer and S is a regular semigroup such that each element
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[idempotent] of S has at most m inverses, then the same is true of each homomorphic image ofS.
In particular we have the first statement of Theorem 7.36 of [1], namely, that any homo-

morphic image of an inverse semigroup is also an inverse semigroup.

4. Green's relation S£.

LEMMA 4. Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. Let Au A2,..., An be any
elements of Sip such that AXS£A2<£... i fA n in Sip. For i = 1,2,.. . , n, let A', be an inverse of
A, in S/p. Then there exist elements al,a2,...,an,a'ua'2,...,a'ninS such that avZ£' a2£P... JSfan

and such that, for / = 1, 2 , . . . , « , atsA,, a\ e A\ and a\ e V(at).

Proof (by induction). For n = \, the statement follows from Lemma 1. Suppose that
the lemma is true for some positive integer k < n. Then there exist elements xu x2,..., xk,
x'u x'2,..., x'k in S such that xx SSx2 %?'... 1£xn in S and such that XieAit x('e/4JnF(Xj), for
i = 1, 2,..., k. Take elements xk+1, x'k+l in S such that xk+leAk+l, x'k+teA'k+ lnV(xk+J
(Lemma 1). Let y be any inverse of x'1xlx'k+1xk+1 and, for / = 1,2, ...,k+l, put ut =
xix'k+ixk+i yx'ixi a n d put u[ = X,'M,X[. NOW x,x}xy = xf for i,j= I, 2,..., k (Result 2)
and from this it is routine to show that ujsf(u{) (/ = 1,2, . . . , k + l); and also that
Xj-iX,' ui = ui.l (i = 2,3,...,k + l), xk+1yx'lu1 = uk+l, whence ut & u2 & ...&uk+l.
Denote yp by Y, an inverse of A\ At A'k+i Ak+l = A\ At in S/p. Then, for i = 1, 2 , . . . , k+1,
by Result 2,

«, € A t i4 ; + 1 Ak+! YA\ Ax = At YA[ Ax = A^ At YA[ Ar = A{A\ At = At

and

u\ = XJUJXJ e A'lAtA'i — A\.

The lemma now follows by induction.
The first part of the next result for n = 2 was found independently by W. D. Munn, and

refinements (given below) were found by G. B. Preston.

THEOREM 5. Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. Let Au A2, ...,Anbe any
elements of Sip such that A1Ji?A23f...£fAn in S/p. Then there exist elements alt a2, . . . . an

in S such that a(6/4( (/ = 1, 2 , . . . , n) and such that

<$)a,<£a2<£...<£an,
(ii) at is an idempotent if' Ax is an idempotent of Sip (i = 1, 2 , . . . , « ) .

Proof. For * = 1,2 w, let A\ be an inverse of At in Sip but let A\ = At if At is an
idempotent. Then, from Lemma 4, for i = 1,2,. . . , n, there exist elements xteAi,
x\ e Aln V(xi), such that xt S£ x2 <£... <£ xn. For i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, if A t is an idempotent, then
put at = x| x, G A\ Ai — Ah otherwise put ai = xt. Then a1Sfa22'...3'an,ai eAh and af = a,
if Af = At (i = 1, 2 , . . . , «). This proves the theorem.

The refinements mentioned above are as follows.

(i) For any elements xe Alt ysA2 there exists an idempotent eeS such that xeeAuyesA2

andxeS^ye;
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(ii) for any elements xisAi(i=\,2, ...,ri) there exist elements yi(i=\,2, ...,ri) such
that x,y,eAt(i = 1,2,...,ri) andxxy^x2y2£?...if xnyn.

COROLLARY 6. If m is a positive integer and S is a regular semigroup such that each
if-class ofS contains at most m elements [idempotents, 34?-classes], then the same is true of each
homomorphic image of S.

In particular, we have again the first statement of Theorem 7.36 of [1].

DEFINITION (essentially from [6]). Let S be any relation on a semigroup S and let E be
the set of idempotents of S. Then S is called 8-regular if, for every congruence p on S,
pr>(ExE) £ 8 implies p £ S.

THEOREM 7. Let 3 be any transitive relation containing HP on a regular semigroup S.
Then Sis 8-regular.

Proof. Let E be the set of idempotents of S and let p be any congruence on S such that
pn(ExE) £ S. Take any pair (a, b)ep and any inverses a' of a and V of b in S. Then a'p
and b'p are bpth inverses of ap = bp in Sip, whence (a'a)p and (b'b)p are ^"-related idem-
potents of S/p. By Theorem 5 there exist !£-related idempotents e , / i n S such that epa'a,
fpb'b. Then a'aSe,fSb'b and further a<£a'aSeSef&b'b&b and so (a,b)e$, giving
p £ &... Hence S is (^-regular.

COROLLARY 8. (This is Theorem 2.3 of [6].) Let Jf be any one of Green's relations on a
regular semigroup S. Then S is jf-regular.

Proof. Green's relations if, Si and / " are of course transitive relations containing if;
so the corollary holds for them. The result for 8t is dual to the result for i f and the result
for $f is an easy corollary of these two results. It is just as easy to deduce Theorem 1 of [2] as
a corollary also.

5. Green's relation 3>.

LEMMA 9. Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. Take any positive integers
77, m, and for i= 1, 2 , . . . , n,j = 1, 2 , . . . , m, let At, A[, Bj, Cj be elements of Sip such that, for
all iandj, A^Bj (i.e. AxSe...SeAnS£B^..^Bm), A\r A{ andBjSZCj in S/p. Thenjor
each i andj, there exist elements a{eAi, bjeBj, a\e A\, CjeCj such that a{2?b}, a\e V(at), and
bj 3% Cj in S, for all i andj.

Proof. From Lemma 4, for i = 1,2,..., n, there exist xt e A t, xj e A't such that x[ e F(x() and
such that x13

>x2& ...S£ xn. From the result dual to Lemma 4 there exist, for j = 1,2,. . . , m,
yjSBj and ZJGCJ such that y}^Zj. For eachy, let y) be an inverse of yj in S and let Vj be an
element from Sx such that z-jVj = yj. Let w be any inverse of x[Xi[0>iy^{y'2y2)---(y'm.Km)]-
For i = 1, 2 , . . . , n,j = 1, 2 , . . . , m, put

-(y'myjw(x[xj, a\ = x\«,
bj = yj(y'j+i yj+i)(yj+2yJ+2) • • -(ymymMAxi),

'2 y2) • • • (y'}-1 y,- Jy'j zs.
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It is routine to show that j>,-_ j y) bj - bj. t (j = 2, 3 , . . . , m), xn y'lb1 = an, x,_ x x', a, =
(_ j (/ = 2, 3 , . . . , n) (Result 2), ym wx[ a1 = bm, and finally that

CjVj(y'j+1yJ+1)...(y^yJwx'iXi = bj (j= 1,2, . . . , m ) .

We thus have, for each i and j , that a^bj and bjS&Cj; and further, it is routine to show that
)

Denote wp by PF, an inverse of A\ Ax B\ Bx B2 B2... B'mBm = A[At (Result 2). Then,
for each i and j ,

iAt = AtWA{At = A^A

bj e Bj(B'J+1 BJ+1)...(B'mBm)WA[A,=BjWA\Ax = BJt

Cj e BjB'1Bi...B'j.iBj.jB'jCj = B}B)Cj = Cj.

This proves the lemma.
In general, if we take elements Bu B2, Cu C2 in S/p such that B1£fB2!%C2 and

BifflCiSf C2 in Sjp, then there are not necessarily elements bu b2, cu c2 in Bu B2, Cu C2

respectively, such that bx^b2^c2 and bx^.cxS£c2 in S.

THEOREM 10. Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. Let Au A2,..., An be
any elements of SI p such that Ay2l A2S>.. .3) Anin S/p. Then there exist elements au a2,...,an

in S such that aieAi(i= 1,2, ..., n) and such that

(i)
(ii) at is an idempotent of S if At is an idempotent of Sjp (i = 1, 2 , . . . , « ) .

Proof. In the case in which there are no idempotents among Au A2,..., An we may see
that the theorem has been stated within Lemma 9 by simply regarding Cu C2,..., Cm in that
lemma as any finite set of ^-related elements from S/p. However there is no loss of generality
in assuming that at least one of Au A2,..., An is an idempotent, since we could add an idem-
potent to this list if necessary. We may assume then, without loss of generality, that, for some
integer m, where 1 g m ^ n, Au A2,..., Am are all the idempotents from Au A2 An.
For i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, take elements Bh B', in S/p such that B\-f Bh £•£, = At and BtB\ = At

[1, Section 2.3]. For i = m +1, m+2, ...,n take an element C( in S/p such that At SC C
Then

jf Cm +1 J? . . . Js> C7rt.7 r t .

From Lemma 9 there exist, for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m,j = m +1,..., n, elements bteBi, b[eB[,
and ajsAj such that bje V(b^, CjS&aj (for all i,j) and such that

For i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, putaf = b^. Then aua2, •-., am are idempotents, aieAi(i = 1,2,...,«)
and flj 2l a2 3)... ® an, giving the theorem.

As a special case of Theorem 10 we obtain the first part of Corollary 34 of [10]. In fact
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it was this latter result and a discussion with G. B. Preston that brought to the author's
attention the questions answered here. The author wishes to express his gratitude to
Professor Preston for this and further helpful discussions.

COROLLARY 11. If m is a positive integer and S is a regular semigroup such that each
3>-class of S contains at most m elements [idempotents, ^-classes, Jf?-classes], then the same is
also true of each homomorphic image ofS.

The statement concerning ^-classes is equivalent to the statement of Corollary 6 con-
cerning Jf -classes. Corollary 11 implies that, if S is a regular semigroup satisfying any of the
four conditions listed, then each homomorphic image of S is completely semisimple. In the
next section we shall see an example of a completely semisimple semigroup with a homo-
morphic image that is not completely semisimple.

For each relation p on a semigroup S we denote by p* the congruence on S generated by p.

COROLLARY 12. (This is Theorem 1.4 of [4].) The minimum semilattice congruence on a
regular semigroup S, n say, is determined by n = 2>* =</*.

Proof. On any semilattice, Green's relation $ is trivial; thus for S , / £ » / and hence
,/* £ r\. Conversely, a regular semigroup T is a semilattice if Green's relation © on T is
trivial, which we see as follows. Each element is an idempotent since each S> (r)-class contains
an idempotent, and, since each i?-class and 52-class consists of a single idempotent, T is an
inverse semigroup of idempotents, i.e. a semilattice. By Theorem 10, the semigroup S/@*
has Green's relation 2> trivial. Thus n s 3)* £, /*, giving n = 2>* = , /* as required.

6. Some counterexamples. Let N be the set of non-negative integers and let B = Nx N
be the bicyclic semigroup [1, Section 1.12]. Thus, for any (m, n), {p, q) in B, (m, n)(p, q) =
(m+p — min(n,p), n + q — mm(n, p)). Let Z be the group of all integers under addition and
let (j>: 5-» Z be the homomorphism that maps each (m, n) in B to m—n in Z. Then $ is
onto Z. Also 2fC (Z) = Z x Z, iff (B) = iB (the identity relation on B) and so the question in
the introduction has answer no for Jf = &.

Now put S = {[(m,ri),(p,q)]eBxB:m+p = n+q}. Note that BxB is an inverse
semigroup. It is routine to show that S is a subsemigroup of B x B, and clearly the inverse
in B x B of each element in S is also in S. Thus S is an inverse semigroup. Note that S
contains all the idempotents of B x B. Let e, f be any distinct ©-related idempotents of S.
Then there is an element a in S such that aa~l = e, a~xa = / [1, Section 2.3]. For some
m, n, p, qeN, we have a = [(m, ri), (p, q)] and then aa'1 = [{m, n), (p, q)][(n, m), (q, p)] =
[(m, m), (p,p)], and a'1 a = [(n, n), (q, q)]. Since m+p = n + q, we have m > n if and only if
p < q, whence the two idempotents e,/are not comparable. Thus S is completely semisimple
[3, Result 6]. Note that one of its homomorphic images, for example B, is not completely
semisimple. Since m +p = n + q, we see that De contains at most m+p + l idempotents. Since
34? is trivial on B, on Bx B and thus on S, De contains at most (m+p + l)2 elements. (It is
easy to show that this is the exact number.) Thus each ©-class of 5 contains finitely many
elements (cf. Corollary 11).

Let 4> be the homomorphism of S onto B such that [(w,«), (p, q)]ij/ = (m, ri) for each
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element [(m, ri), (p, q)] in 5. For any positive integer d let us define, after Munn, Bd =
{{m, n)eB: m = w(modd)}, a subsemigroup of B that is a simple inverse co-semigroup con-
taining d ^-classes [7, Example 1.4]. The ^-classes are given by

Dt = {{m, n)eBd:m = /(modd)} (0 S i < d).

Now Bd\p~l is an inverse subsemigroup of S (since S and Bd are inverse semigroups) and
Bdt//~

1 is completely semisimple, since S is completely semisimple, from [3, Result 6]. Thus
/ = Son5, , i j (" 1 [1, Theorem 6.45]. But / # & on Bd if d ^ 2. From this we see that the
question in the introduction has answer no for J f =/. We see this in more detail as follows:
(0, 0 ) / ( l , 1) in Bd and there are no elements ae(0, O)^"1 and be(l, l ) ^ " 1 such that
(a, b)ef = Si on Bd ij/ ~ \ since then we would have (a\}/, b\p)e@ on Bd, i.e. (0, 0 ) ^ ( 1 , 1) in
Bd, a contradiction.

From the semigroup S and the homomorphism \j/ of S onto B, we see that we cannot
extend Theorem 5 [Theorem 10] to the case in which we consider a countably infinite set of
elements from a single if-class [®-class] of S/p since each ^-class of 5 is finite. Theorem 2
cannot be extended in this way either.

7. Other semigroups. For S any finite semigroup the question in the introduction has
been answered in [5, Proposition 3.2(b) and (d)]; only for JT = ^f does the question have
answer no. The short proofs given in [5] are quite sufficient to prove the following slight
generalizations:

(i) Let J f be any of Green's relations JSf, Si, # and let MK be the corresponding minimal
condition among ML, MR, Mj [1, Section 6.6]. Let p be a congruence on a semigroup S satis-
fying MK and let K be any Jf-class of SI p. Then there is a X-class, K' say, of S, such that
K'p* = K.

(ii) Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S that satisfies ML {and hence MR, M}

[1, Section 6.6]) and let H be any tf-class of Sip. Then there is an tf-class, H' say, ofS, such

Since Green's relations are all trivial on any free semigroup, and any semigroup is a
homomorphic image of a free semigroup, we see that all parts of the question in the intro-
duction have answer no if we let S be an arbitrary semigroup instead of a regular semigroup.

Before stating the next theorem we repeat some well-known [11, Section 3] and easily-
proved results concerning equivalence relations on a set and congruences on a semigroup.
Let a be any equivalence on a set X. For each equivalence y on X containing a define y/a =
{(xo, ya): (x, y)ey}, an equivalence on Xja. Any equivalence on XIa is of the form y/a for
some equivalence y on A'containing a. Further, let yu y2 be any equivalences on X containing
a. Then y, s y2 if and only if y1/a £ y2l<r. If A" is a semigroup and a is a congruence, then
7i is a congruence on A" if and only if yt /a is a congruence on X/o.

THEOREM 13. Let X be any one ofGreeris relations JC, £?, &, / . Let p be a congruence
contained in X on a semigroup S. Then Jf (5/p) = Jf (5)/p.

Proof. Let J f = if. Take any elements a, b in S such that ap and bp are JS?-related in
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SI p. Then either ap\=bp^ (whence (a,b)ep s JSP(5)) or ap^ = upbbpb = (ub)p^ and
bpb =vp^ap§ = (va)p$ for some elements u, veS. Then (o, ub), (b, va)ep s if(5), whence
a = XH6, £ = yva for some elements x, yeS and so (a, b)eSC(S). Thus JS?(5/p) £ i?(S)/p.
But clearly JSP(5)/p s JS?(5/p), giving Xfflp) = i?(S)/p.

We deduce the result for X = ^ dually and then that for Jf = X as a corollary. The
proof for Jf = , / is entirely similar to the proof for Jf = if.

The following result was communicated verbally to the author by W. D. Munn; the
result for X = $C has been announced in [8, Theorem 2.1].

COROLLARY 14. (Due to W. D. Munn.) Let X be any oftf, &, &, / and let p be the
maximum congruence contained in X on a semigroup S. Then there is no congruence on Sjp
contained in jf(S/p) except the trivial congruence.

Proof. Take any congruence on S/p contained in tf(Sjp). Without loss of generality
we may take this congruence to be yip, for some congruence y on 5 containing p. Since
y/p £ Jf(S/p) = Jif(S)/p, we have / > c y c Jf (5), whence p = y and y/p = p/p is the trivial
congruence on S/p.

For JT = Si, neither Theorem 13 nor Corollary 14 is true, as can be seen from [1,
Theorem 8.11 and Exercise 1, Section 8.2]. For X = 2) and 5 a regular semigroup, Theorem 13
and then Corollary 14 can be easily deduced from Theorem 10.

In [3] it is proved that, if S is a regular semigroup containing at most m idempotents in
each ^-class (for some integer m), then, for each element aeS,am is an element of a subgroup
of S. Although there is no mention of congruences in this result, the following theorem plays
an important part in its proof.

THEOREM 15. Let p be any congruence contained in & on a semigroup S. Then, for each
pair (a, b)ep, Ha is a group if and only ifHb is a group. If, further, S is regular, then, for each
element aeS, a is an element of a subgroup of S if {and only if) ap is an element of a subgroup
ofSlp.

Proof. Let (a,b)ep and suppose that Ha is a group. Then (a2,62)ep s if and so
(b, b2)e&. To show that Hb is a group, it is enough to prove that (b, b2) e3i[\, Theorem 2.16].

Let e denote the identity of Ha. Then (ea, eb)ep^& and so ebeLe. Let x be any
inverse of eb in Re and le t /= ebxe. Then/2 = / . Also, if a' denotes the inverse of a in He,
we have that

e = ead peba' =• ebxeba' pebxead = ebxe = / .

Hence (e,/)e SC. But/^ e and so/=e. Thus

b = be = b(ebxe) = b2xe

and so (b, b2) e !%, as required. The first part of the theorem now follows. The author is very
grateful to W. D. Munn for the above short proof. •

Suppose now that S is regular and take any element a in S such that ap is a member of a
subgroup of Sip. Let (ap)* be the inverse of ap in this subgroup. By Lemma 1 there exist
elements x, x'eS such that x'eV(x), x'e(ap)*, xeap. Then xx', x'xe(ap){ap)* - (ap)*(ap);
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so (xx', x'x) e p s JS? and then x ^ XK', xSfx'xJ? xx', whence x tf xx' and Hx is a group. But
(x, a)ep; so //„ is a subgroup of 5 from the above. Conversely, if a is any element from a
subgroup of S, then a.??a2 in S, whence apJfcfp = (ap)(ap) in S/p and therefore ap is an
element of a subgroup of 5/p.
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